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This article is an attempt to clarify theoretical points by a comparison among 
the most famous web mails in terms of speed while attaching and downloading 

files. 

 

Introduction 

When it comes to e-mail, usually one of these three names comes to your 

mind, Yahoo mail, Gmail and Hotmail. Specifically, this study is a comparison 

among these web mails with a particular relevance judging and evaluation 

focused on speed of these services. I have started studding Yahoo mail with 

the focus on attaching and downloading files and went through Gmail and 

Hotmail afterwards.  

 

 

Attachment 

When you want to attach some files in Yahoo mail, the first thing you should do 

is pressing Attach Files button which take you to another page. It will show 

the possibility to send five files at first. As you press Browse button for 

attaching files a Choose file window appears in which you can select your 

files. You can continue this process until filling all five rows, but then again you 

have Attach More Files option, so by pressing this option a new row will 

appears. You press the browse, add a new file and for the next row you press 

Attach More Files option again and the rest of story.    

While you finished the attaching process in order to start uploading you should 

press Attach Files button again and it will go to another page and gives you 

the information that, you should wait until the attaching process is finished. 

Depends on the files you are attaching this can take a short or a long time to 

be done. But if your files are too heavy an error message appears after some 

minutes, which will explain the problem and will recommend you to send some 

of the files in a separate message. 

 

When you want to attach files by Gmail, you should do the same as yahoo mail 
so you press the Attach a file button but it doesn’t take you to another page,  

just a Choose file window will appears so you select your file, open it, press 

Attach a file button again, choose your file and go on. When you finished 
attaching you can directly press the send button. The sending process wouldn’t 

take a long time but if your files are too heavy, as soon as you press the send 

button an error appears, that the system is unable to perform the operation, so 
you will guess that you should remove some of the attachments. You have to 

remove one file and press the send button but if you see the same error you 

have to remove another file and try to send again. You should continue this 

process until you get sending message instead of error message. 



 
A comparison between error messages in Gmail and Yahoo mail while attaching too many files  

 
 

Attaching Photos in Hotmail is surprisingly fast and successful. What you do is 

pressing Attach button, then you have an option to choose between attaching 
Files or Pictures, if you choose Files, it will take you to another page. As you 

press the Browse button Choose file window pops up. You add the file and 

for attaching more you press OK and Attach Another button. It will upload 
the file and another Find File row will appear and also a illustration which 

show you the attachment limitation and the left capacity so you can check this 

sign and see if you can try for more files or not.  

But if you choose Pictures option when you start attaching, it will show you 
the thumbnail pictures of the file you are in, and you can easily see the photos 

and choose between them. The most important option is that you can drag and 

select more than one photo so if you are trying to send 10 photos which are 
located on one file you can drag and select all photos and attach it to your 

email rather than attaching 10 photos one by one.    

 
 

 
The illustration will show you the attachment usage 

 



Downloading 

In Gmail you have an option to download all attachments in time or selecting 

between them and download one by one, but in Yahoo mail and Hotmail there 
is no way to download all attachment files together so you have to download 

each file separately. Imagine that you have received an email with ten files and 

you have to download them one by one. What a big job. 
 

Another problem in Hotmail appears when the attached files have for example 

jpg format, so beside the downloadable shortcuts, it will open all photos in the 

actual size in your mail page and it can takes a long time specially when you 
don’t have access to a fast internet connection. Sometimes you are not really 

interested to see and save all attached files so in this case maybe a small 

photo sample is enough. 
  

 

 

     
The possibility of downloading all attached photos together in Gmail page. 

 

 

 

 
The same attached files in Yahoo mail page. 

 

 



 

 
 
The same attached files in Hotmail page. 

 

 

 

Discussion 

Yahoo mail is the largest e-mail provider on the Internet, serving millions of 

users. It looks quite nice compare to Gmail and Hotmail but in the matter of 

speed in attaching and downloading it is a slow web mail. In order to attach 

some files in yahoo you should pass different levels and different pages. The 

uploading process which usually takes a long time, starts after you finished 

choosing all files, so during choosing files you have no idea if the process is 

going to be successful or not and if you have to resend the left files in another 

email. At last the error message you receive while the files are so heavy is 

quite helpful because it give you an option to send successful uploaded files 

and try the other files in another email.  

 

One of the qualities Gmail has is, that all attaching and uploading process 

occurs in the send email page and it doesn’t take you to different pages, also 

if the files you are trying to attach are too heavy the error message will be 

send quickly not after a long time of uploading, but it doesn’t give you any idea 

which files could be uploaded and how many of them should be deleted.    

 

Although hotmail shift to another page as you start attaching files but it will 

offer you some bonus like a illustrator which show you the limitation of your 

attachments so you are pretty sure that you’re not wasting time and the option 

of dragging photos instead of choosing one by one is so practical. In this way 

you can attach twice as many photos as Gmail or Yahoo mail in a short time 

without receiving error messages. 

 

In the case of downloading files, Yahoo mail and Hotmail are not efficient 

enough as long as you download each file one by one.     
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Conclusions 

Speed is one of the most important aspects of a successful email service. Users 

expect their web mail to be fast and trustable. They are not interested in 

waiting for a long time for sending an email while not being sure if it is going to 

be sent or fail at last. 

In my point of view Yahoo mail is so busy with user interface. Perhaps they 

should invest more in offering a faster service to its customers. It is so slow in 

the matter of uploading and downloading files and a nice interface does not 

solve the users confusions and dissatisfactions.  

Gmail has almost been programmed with fewer lines, and therefore is generally 

a little faster, and In the case of downloading files I would strongly recommend 

it just because of the Download all attachments option which is quick and 

effective and I’m wondering to know why Yahoo and MSN don’t try to add such 

useful alternative to their web mails. But on the other hand it has a lack of 

speed in uploading files. 

Hotmail is as old as yahoo mail and has millions of users. It is so successful in   

attaching and uploading files but in downloading process, it has the same 

problem as Yahoo mail. MSN should put much more effort on changing such 

small points in order to fulfil the speed standards on it’s web mail. 

 

 

 

 


